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“A writer who made me believe that reading a good

book is the best hobby we can have”

(Gonçalo Leandro - 15 years old reader)



50 books published in Portugal

more than 200 000 copies

10 books published abroad



a book published in 

Italy - 2013 and

Venezuela - 2014



1 livro publicado em

Itália (2013) e na

Venezuela (2014)

8 books published in Brazil – 2016



Considered one of the

Books selected by the Portuguese Comitee for Books and Libraries to

represent Portugal at the Bologne Fair (2012 and 2018) 



Participation in INSPIRE Toronto International Book Fair. 

Initiatives to promote reading in Canada (2014) and 

Switzerland (2019) with Camões Institute.



Social media

Radio
• Radio Renascença, Antena 1, Antena 2 and local radios
• International radios – Switzerland, Canada, São Tomé 
and Príncipe, Cape Verde, Mozambique, South Africa 
and USA

Television
• Portugal no Coração – RTP
• Mundo das Mulheres – Sic Mulher
• FPTV – Canada



Press



YA Fantasy

Free the imagination, pushing the limits of the

possible.



fantasy and adventure

The 7 Colors of Oniris
In a world inhabited by 7 human races, the fate of the gods 
is in men’s hands.



One day I would like to wake up in Oniris and live all its

adventures (Francisco)

Because of you, today I’m an avid 24-year-old fantasy

fan. It’s never too late to start to enjoy reading
(Pesco)

Today, whenever I read “The 7 Colors of Oniris” I find

that the child I once was is still within me (Dulce

Pacheco)

I love them. Despite being books, they marked my
life a lot, because I began to see things differently!

(Inês Margarida - 15 years old)



Merlin’s Descendants
The History we know… 
The legends we hear about… 
Everything is connected!

historical fantasy



I love this collection and although I haven’t live a long

life yet, I believe it was one of the best collections
I've ever read ... and I read it a lot !!! (André Vieira)

It's hard to stop reading, so much curiosity! It is a

fascinating book!

Don't end this collection now because I still didn't want

to say goodbye (…) especially to Lina, because

whenever I was in a difficult time I thought of her
and the decisions she had to make (Rita - Escola Medas

- 13 years old)



Andosia’s Heroes
A strange nightmare 
and a broken bed are 
the beginning of the 

adventure...

Some times, the heroes 
are the most 

improbable ones.

fantasy and adventure



A catchy and light reading, aimed primarily to the

youngest, but yet capable of providing a good
adventure for readers of all ages. Light, simple and

quite interesting, a good story. (Carla Ribeiro - blog “As
leituras do corvo”)

Loved the book. I fell in love with the story (…)

I wanted to read more. I really, really liked the book.

The idea of a “parallel world” to which we move when

asleep… fascinated me! I know it's not quite like this,

that not all people travel to Andosia, but I was very

happy with the idea that we live another life when we

fall asleep (Maria Ramos - 15 years old)



TLE Writing
Therapeutic and Learning Effect

Metaphorical writing which performs reflection and

internalization of the messages, facilitating processes of
learning and change.

For: children, youth and adults



Children's
books

Books that help children!

An important tool for parents and educators.



I love Rita's books !!!! (Laura - 7 years old)

The books work with very important issues for the

child's upbringing, instill values, behaviors (as a social

being) and are an excellent tool for parents, educators...

and aunts of little princesses :-) (Carla Santos)



For issues related to…

Lies 

Also published in Brazil



Questions Looking
for Answers

Captivating and fun stories with

questions that help to think and to grow



Programme of 
courage for children 

with fear
a book that teaches how to 

manage fear

When fear is the problem...

Also published in Italy and Venezuela



Programme of 
protection against 

evil bacteria
Learning what we can 
do to avoid getting sick

When the goal is to reduce risk behaviors in 

food use...



When you want a better use of money…

Programme of 
how to use my 

money

Financial awareness for 
the little ones



When the problem is 
allergies

Dr. Albert’s curious 
game

Because allergies do not 
have to be a drama... they 

can be a challenge!

A book with a game inside



The planet 
Change and the 

changiers
To work the angels 
and the tantrums



THREE-HANDS FABLES
(WITH MARGARIDA FONSECA SANTOS AND

MARIA TERESA MAIA GONZALES)

and difficulties to 
overcome…

The losses can also be a way to win

If there are losses to face…



Hats with stories

The power and the 
magic of the stories



Develop affections
and relationships



Books for young adults

and adults



A creative man committed to 
improve the lives of those who 

cross his path.

The builder of futures

A book that will motivate the readers to make a
difference in someone else's life

Agostinho da Cultura 
Award 

Category Neo Reader 

Brazil



For me this book is being a therapy, I'm learning to look

inside, what I need, what fills me, what scares me… I'll

take these stories with me because I know I can count

on them in hard times (Pérola – about Stories to tell

yourself )

The builder of futures deserves to be read, digested and,

above all, deserves to have repercussions on life! It is

impossible to remain indifferent! (Prof. Dália Santos)

Magic for our mind - Beautifully designed and an

excellent therapeutic tool... A recommended reading,

capable of providing interesting moments and life’s

changes (Jreis – about Stories to tell yourself )



The pleasure of 
reading

The power to 
transform

For diversified problems... 

Stories to tell yourself
Playing with Serious Things



Books of Metaphorical tales
(with Margarida Fonseca Santos)

Is it a book or a game?

The reader’s choices will drive him on

a unique reading path

Learning how to live 

through fairy tales



When attitudes make life difficult...

Dreaming with K 

A book that can help 
young people to be 

happier



A teenage girl fantasizing about situations that
does not always end well…
A boy that can’t play soccer…

Can an elf be the solution to their problems?

Dreaming with K 



The Ciordamo’s Seeds

Comic Book

When you want a better management of money
and resources



The fun of discovering the life 
and the achievements of great 

world’s geniuses

Collection World’s Geniuses

Da Vinci - Gandhi
Mozart - Van Gogh



WORLD’S GENIUSES

What is the connection

between Leonardo Da
Vinci and teenagers issues?

Could Gandhi help to save a

wounded boy?
Can the curiosity for reading
other people’s correspondence

help to discover Van Gogh?

Will three brothers be able to

find Mozart in Lisbon?



Other books



A solidarity project

An initiative of the
Multi Portugal.



A love story… 

with a touch of 

fantasy.

MAYBE 10 IS BETTER



• The 7 Colors of Oniris – The Great Adventure

• The Ciordamo’s Seeds
• BDLP Comic in portuguese language

(7 participations)

COMIC BOOKS



CONTRIBUTIONS IN PUBLICATIONS

• UK - Anthology After Summer - Readon

• Spain - Newspaper Novas da Galiza

• Romania - Orizon Literar Contemporan

• Portugal - newspapers, magazines, books



Other projects



Pedagogical script
Sea Life

Oporto’s Oceanarium

A trip of discovery of the sea 
life…

Taking the commitment to 
protect it!

2010 - Nós na Linha

Encourage discovery and protection of 

marine’s life



Workshops Enterprising Child Project
AIP / Nós na Linha – 2012

Book and teaching materials, stories and challenges

“Five Sweet Fingers”

The story of Susan Cess and her chocolate glove’s 
company

Encourage entrepreneurship…



Script for 
children's

video
The story of a boy who 

wanted to help a 
country 

AIP / Nós na Linha 
2016

Changing behaviors...



FOLKLORE?!  WHAT IS THAT?
Children's and Youth Theater Group of 

Montargil (2014)

PROGRAMME OF COURAGE FOR 
CHILDREN WITH FEAR

EDUCA Theater Company
(2012 a 2014)

Books adapted for 

theater



ritavilela.com

rita.vilela@sapo.pt - tel: +351 96 61 62 989

mailto:rita.vilela@sapo.pt
mailto:rita.vilela@mudar.eu

